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1: Naturalism - By Branch / Doctrine - The Basics of Philosophy
The term "naturalism" has no very precise meaning in contemporary philosophy. Its current usage derives from debates
in America in the first half of the last century. The self-proclaimed "naturalists" from that period included John Dewey,
Ernest Nagel, Sidney Hook and Roy Wood Sellars.

Reviewed by Joseph Rouse, Wesleyan University Naturalism has been the predominant orientation in analytic
philosophy for perhaps the last third of the 20th Century, especially in the United States; even its critics now
commonly endorse some more tolerant and inclusive version of naturalism. This edited volume, the product of
a workshop at the International Wittgenstein Symposium in Austria, is a collaborative attempt at such an
assessment. The majority of its contributors are from central Europe, especially Austria and Germany. The
volume thereby offers the advantages of distance from and perspective on how naturalism has been conceived
and propounded in the United States, where it has been most firmly rooted. Anyone hoping to characterize
naturalism as a philosophical position, or even as a family of related positions, must find a way to sort out the
various divergent and even opposing philosophical claims propounded in its name. Recognition of the extent
of this variance commonly suggests characterizing naturalism in the more diffuse form of either a developing
research tradition, or a philosophical stance or orientation. Such characterizations complicate any assessment
of naturalism, however, since even the decisive refutation of a prominent naturalist position might
nevertheless constitute a constructive advance for the research program, or a useful refinement of the stance.
One often useful way to identify a philosophical stance is to emphasize what it opposes or rejects.
Undoubtedly naturalism arose primarily in opposition to supernaturalism, and more specifically theism in
philosophy. Yet theism is no longer a central issue for most philosophical naturalists, and those who still
propound it within philosophy typically fight a rearguard action to secure only a limited place for God, or for
religious belief and practice, within an otherwise scientifically explicable natural world. Within the broadly
secular practice of contemporary philosophy, two alternative oppositional stances have replaced
anti-supernaturalism in defining a naturalistic orientation, leading to at least two divergent strands of
philosophical naturalism. One approach, sometimes characterized as "scientific naturalism" De Caro and
MacArthur , and more often described as "ontological naturalism" in this volume, now might be said to define
itself in opposition to humanism rather than theism. Human beings live in a world indifferent or even hostile
to our interests, desires, values, or perspectival priorities, and the sciences provide our primary access to this
anthropo-peripheral world to which we must accommodate ourselves. This anti-humanist strain of naturalism
aspires to a hard-headed, resolute commitment to a thoroughly scientific self-understanding that can free us
from the residual strands of self-aggrandizing illusion or wishful thinking that still confer disproportionate
significance upon our all-too-human preoccupations. A different, more inclusive conception of naturalism
emphasizes a tolerant continuity of philosophy with the natural sciences. Naturalism has long defined itself in
opposition to conceptions of philosophy as autonomous from the natural sciences. Yet here there has been
considerable evolution. When Frege and Husserl inveighed against psychologism in logic and naturalism in
philosophy at the turn of the 20th Century, the naturalists they had in mind often sought to dispense with
philosophy altogether; in Germany, the stakes were heightened by the struggles between philosophers and
experimental psychologists for university chairs in philosophy. If you want to find out about naturalism, you
still need to read philosophy journals rather than just the scientific literature. Within anglophone philosophy,
naturalism has thus succeeded empiricism as the primary expression of a scientific orientation within
philosophy, by loosening empiricist opposition to metaphysics, causality, and alethic modalities, and replacing
formal logic and a priori analysis with cognitive science or evolutionary biology as the preferred basis for
philosophical understanding of thought and action. Differences between these two ways of defining a
naturalistic orientation can be expressed in multiple ways. The anti-humanist strain of naturalism is often
radically revisionist, confining philosophical inquiry within the austere constraints of a physicalist ontology, a
third-person standpoint, or the domains governed by natural laws. Many familiar ways of thinking and talking
must be reduced, revised, or eliminated to fit these constraints. More inclusive versions of naturalism are not
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broadly revisionist in this way, while still providing considerable resources for criticism of specific positions
and arguments. Another way to distinguish the two strains is by considering where the naturalist looks for
philosophical guidance. For many anti-humanist conceptions, nature as represented in scientific theories
provides the touchstone for philosophical work; for the more tolerant approaches, scientific practices in all
their diversity provide the relevant philosophical resources, with no prior commitment to hierarchies among
the sciences in their ontological commitments or explanatory resources. Within this volume, however, the
most common locution for differentiating these two broad strategies is "reductive" or "non-reductive"
naturalism, with the former also sometimes characterized as "ontological" naturalism. In epistemology, for
example, the primary issues are methodological, such as the contrast between first- and third-person
standpoints, or the relevance of empirical psychology or sociology for understanding knowledge
philosophically. Yet naturalism in the philosophy of science Giere may provide the most striking contrast to
other versions of naturalism. Here, naturalism requires close attention to scientific practice, whether one
addresses general features of experimentation and theoretical modeling, or the specific issues that arise within
ongoing research in various scientific disciplines. The contrast is striking, because many of the conceptions of
science or scientific understanding that are taken for granted in naturalized epistemology or philosophy of
mind would not pass muster among naturalists in the philosophy of science. Naturalistic philosophy of science
emphasizes models rather than laws, ontological and methodological pluralism, and a healthy respect for the
irreducible complexity of the world except where carefully engineered and regimented in laboratories or their
technological extensions. Most significantly, what Paul Teller has dubbed the "Perfect Model Model" of
scientific knowledge is widely rejected by naturalists in the philosophy of science, but taken for granted by
most naturalists elsewhere. How do these different conceptions of what is at issue in naturalism play out
within the essays under review? Too often, despite some attempts at cross-references, the critics and
proponents of naturalism in this volume talk past one another. Vollmer, for example, characterizes the
naturalistic program that he would endorse in terms that many philosophers who think of themselves as
anti-naturalists could also endorse without qualms, e. Quitterer defends a tolerant naturalism in the philosophy
of mind by arguing that the naturalistic opponents of folk psychology arrive at their views only by illicitly
presuming an event-ontology that allows no place for "proper physical correlates" p. He then goes on to
contrast this philosophical austerity to the plural "ontological commitments of neurobiological theories" p.
Brandl similarly argues that a properly modest naturalism makes consciousness quite unmysterious, and more
generally, claims that such a modest naturalism "returns to the goal of metaphysical neutrality initially pursued
by logical empiricism" p. The critics, by contrast, almost invariably target more stridently revisionist,
anti-humanist, ontological conceptions of naturalism. The papers by Michael Rea and by co-authors Georg
Gasser and Matthias Stefan each seek to argue against naturalistic approaches more generally by framing
dilemmas that would leave the aspiring naturalist with no acceptable options. Without a clear and principled
demarcation of those sciences that appropriately provide resources for naturalists, they argue, naturalists are
forced to take on the challenge of advocating a strongly reductive physicalism. The alternative is either a
trivializing openness to any discipline purporting to be a science, or else principled grounds for including
some core sciences within the naturalistic canon and excluding others. If naturalists can tolerate ontological
gaps that leave room for the autonomy of biology from physics and chemistry, why be less tolerant of
intentional psychology or the social sciences? Yet their apparent demand for principled philosophical
arguments to determine these matters in advance is precisely the kind of philosophical stance that most
naturalists eschew. Why not settle the question of which sciences seem both resistant to reduction and yet
worthy of ontological commitment through ongoing discussion of the actual practices and achievements of the
various disciplines? The absence of detailed discussion of any of the more inclusive naturalisms supposedly
ruled out by this challenge highlights the abstract and even perhaps a priori cast to their line of argument.
Michael Rea proposes a different kind of dilemma. Yet Rea then argues that alternative conceptions of
naturalism as a research program allied to the methods of science lead to an unattractive and perhaps
self-defeating commitment to substance dualism about minds. From my perspective, the most striking feature
of the volume is the almost complete lack of attention to naturalism in the philosophy of science, and the
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challenges it poses to the very terms of the debate in other philosophical fields. Yet he says little about how
recognition of our cognitive limits might affect broader philosophical views of science, and nothing about the
significance of these claims for the wider debates about naturalism within the rest of the volume. Indeed, Frey
gives no consideration to whether instrumentally or socially distributed cognition might limit the significance
for science more generally of his proposed attention to individual cognitive limitations. Talmont-Kaminski
calls attention to the widespread disenchantment with Enlightenment values and the pretensions of human
reason successively evoked throughout the 20th Century by trench warfare, aerial bombardment of cities, the
Holocaust and other genocidal projects, and the spectre of nuclear annihilation. In this context, he suggests, a
tolerant naturalism about human cognition encourages a modest, fallibilist endorsement of "the sometimes
inventive and sometimes methodical application of our limited abilities, context-dependent methods and
imperfect knowledge" p. Despite the effort to bring together critics and proponents of naturalism, the papers
actually collected here more or less converge upon acceptance of broader, more inclusive versions of
naturalism, which seem to provide substantial common ground for many of the contributors, including those
who take critical stances toward more stringent naturalistic projects. Philosophy of Science Naturalized.
Philosophy of Science Twilight of the Perfect Model Model.
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2: Naturalism (philosophy) | Psychology Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
In philosophy, naturalism is the "idea or belief that only natural (as opposed to supernatural or spiritual) laws and forces
operate in the world." Adherents of naturalism (i.e., naturalists) assert that natural laws are the rules that govern the
structure and behavior of the natural universe, that the changing universe at every stage is a product of these laws.

References and Further Reading 1. Introduction "Naturalism" is a term that is applied to many doctrines and
positions in philosophy, and in fact, just how it is to be defined is itself a matter of philosophical debate. Still,
the overall landscape of naturalism can be surveyed, and that is what we will do here. This discussion will not
present a defense or critique of one or another specific version of naturalism. Its aim is to characterize the
broad range of views typically identified as naturalistic and to say something about what motivates them. It
will also locate the debate about naturalism in the larger setting of philosophical inquiry and theorizing
overall. Different periods in the history of philosophy exhibit different emphases in what are the most
prominent and pressing concerns, and there are reasons why different issues are at the forefront at different
times. In antiquity, basic questions about the constitution of reality motivated various conceptions about the
material substance of things, about whether that substance is material, and about the relation between matter
and whatever else might be constitutive of reality. Views ranged from variants of recognizably naturalistic
materialism to those that included decidedly non-materialist and non-naturalist elements, such as Platonism
and Aristotelianism. During the Medieval Period, debates over the status of universals and the nature of the
intellect, the will, and the soul were especially central. In large part, this had to do with their significance for
issues in natural theology. Also, questions concerning the relation between soul and body and whether and
how the soul survives the death of the body were prominent. This was because of their significance for the
individuation of persons, the possibility and nature of immortality, and for the nature of providence. These
families of issues were prominent in all three of the great Western religious traditions. They are though,
enduring philosophical questions. Many of them have roots in the Classical tradition. In the Early Modern
Period debates about the respective roles of reason and the senses in knowledge were especially prominent.
They had long been important, but there was a revived interest in skepticism and the possibility of knowledge.
Also, debates concerning determinism and free will attained high visibility. In both cases, the explanation had
to do, in part, with the impact of dramatic developments in scientific theorizing. Those developments led to
large-scale revisions in the conceptions of many things, including human nature and human action. In the
twentieth century a focus on questions of meaning and semantic issues played a role in many different
philosophical movements from logical positivism to ordinary language philosophy. It was widely thought that
linguistic approaches might untie some age-old philosophical knots. The main problems of philosophy have
not really changed over time, but there are differences in what motivates certain formulations of them and
ways of addressing them. Since the Early Modern Period, the methods and the results of the sciences are again
playing an increasingly important role in motivating new philosophical conceptions, and indeed, overall
conceptions of philosophy itself. Various versions and defenses of naturalism are currently at the center of
many philosophical debates. Naturalism is a philosophical view, but one according to which philosophy is not
a distinct mode of inquiry with its own problems and its own special body of possible knowledge. According
to many naturalists, philosophy is a certain sort of reflective attention to the sciences and it is continuous with
them. It might be said that the sciences afford us a more systematic, rigorous, and explanatory conception of
the world than is supplied by common sense. In turn, we might say that philosophy is motivated by, and
remains connected to the scientific conception of the world. There may be ways in which the scientific
conception dramatically departs from common sense, but it is rooted in experience and the questions that arise
at the level of common sense. Similarly, according to many defenders of naturalism, philosophy is not
discontinuous with science. While it attains a kind of generality of conceptions and explanations that is
perhaps not attained by the special sciences, it is not an essentially different inquiry. There are no separate
philosophical problems that need to be addressed in a distinctive manner. Moreover, philosophy does not yield
results that are different in content and kind from what could be attained by the sciences. Thus, in being a view
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about the world, naturalism is also a view about the nature of philosophy. It is worthy of remark that while the
sources of naturalism go back a very long way in Western philosophy, it has been especially prominent in
philosophy in America. The pragmatist tradition , in which philosophers such as C. Quine , and Richard Rorty
are key figures, has been crucial to the development of recent and contemporary naturalism. There are other
key figures in the American pragmatist tradition less clearly associated with its naturalist dimension. In recent
years Nelson Goodman [; ] and Hilary Putnam [] are examples. There is a naturalistic cast to a great deal of
pragmatist thought in a number of respects. It regards the general skeptical problem in epistemology as less
than genuine. We will see the significance of this below. It closely ties meaning to experiential consequences,
and it closely ties truth to methods of inquiry and the practical consequences of belief. It is anti-foundational,
anti-skeptical, and fallibilist. It tends to put a great deal of weight on the accessibility to scientific resolution of
genuine intellectual problems. In the American pragmatist tradition there is a wide spectrum of views, of
course. But it is an outstanding example of a significant, modern, and still evolving tradition with significant
naturalistic currents running in it. Peirce and other American pragmatists have influenced a great deal of recent
philosophy of many types. As a result, they are beginning to be more thoroughly studied, after having been
widely neglected for several decades. At numerous places in this discussion we will see that the affirmation of
science as the only genuine approach to acquiring knowledge is often a feature of naturalism. However,
naturalism is not always narrowly scientistic. There are versions of naturalism that repudiate supernaturalism
and various types of a priori theorizing without exclusively championing the natural sciences. Basic Elements
of Naturalism Concerning Reality and Knowledge The debate about naturalism ranges across many areas of
philosophy, including metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, and philosophy of mind, just to mention areas where
it is especially prominent. There are two basic dimensions in which the debate takes place. One of them
concerns to put it simply what there is, and the other concerns methods of acquiring belief and knowledge.
What There Is With respect to the first, the naturalist maintains that all of what there is belongs to the natural
world. Obviously, a great deal turns on how nature is understood. But the key point is that an accurate,
adequate conception of the world does not according to the naturalist include reference to supernatural entities
or agencies. According to the naturalist, there are no Platonic forms, Cartesian mental substances, Kantian
noumena , or any other agents, powers, or entities that do not in some broad sense belong to nature. As a very
loose characterization, it may suffice to say that nature is the order of things accessible to us through
observation and the methods of the empirical sciences. If some other method, such as a priori theorizing, is
needed to have access to the alleged entity or to the truth in question, then it is not a real entity or a genuine
truth. According to the naturalist, there is only the natural order. If something is postulated or claimed to exist,
but is not described in the vocabulary that describes natural phenomena, and not studied by the inquiries that
study natural phenomena, it is not something we should recognize as real. Unsurprisingly, the success of the
sciences has been one of the main motivations for thinkers to embrace naturalism. The sciences have proved to
be powerful tools for making the world intelligible. They seem to have such a strong claim to yield genuine
knowledge that it is widely thought that whatever there is, is a proper object of science. That does not require
that in embracing naturalism one also embrace determinism, physicalism, and reductionism. However, it is
true that many advocates of some or all of those are also very often naturalists. While those specific theses
about the structure or character of the world are not essential features of naturalism, many who endorse
naturalism believe that over time scientific progress will make the case for physicalism, in particular. Even if,
for example, attempts to provide fully reductive accounts of mental phenomena, certain biological phenomena,
and values do not succeed, that would not be an insurmountable impediment to physicalism; or, at least that is
the view of some defenders of naturalism. There is only the physical natural order, even if there are various
constituents and aspects of it that are to be described in their own non-reducible vocabularies. Naturalism
could be said to involve a denial that there is any distinctively metaphysical area of inquiry. There are no
objects or properties that can only be identified or comprehended by metaphysical theorizing or non-empirical
understanding. What exactly is the true theory of that single natural order may remain open to dispute. The
key points are that our conception of reality need include nothing that is exclusively accessible to a priori
theorizing, or to "first philosophy," and there is only one natural order. How We Know For naturalistic
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epistemology , the main claim is roughly the following: Compare David Hume and Descartes, for example.
Hume explains our acceptance of beliefs on the basis of habits of associationâ€”causal tendencies that we can
reflectively articulate into rules of epistemic practice. There are processes of belief acquisition and acceptance,
but they are not underwritten by principles formulated a priori, nor are they structured by such principles.
Epistemology is part of the overall science of human nature. It is not a project that is prior to or independent of
the empirical sciences. There are norms of belief acceptance and of inquiry, but they are derived from
consideration of experience and practice. Here too, there is also an important point of contrast with Kant and
also with the Platonic theory of knowledge as recollection of innate ideas, as well as with Descartes. Descartes
held that the norms and method of belief acceptance must be independent of experience, and must have their
grounds in reason alone. Otherwise, they would be vulnerable to exactly the sorts of skeptical objections that
led to the search for epistemic principles in the first place. Even if one does not defend rationalism or a
conception of the synthetic a priori, one might still think as most philosophers have that there are certain
distinctively philosophical epistemological issues that can be dealt with only by distinctively philosophical
that is, a priori methods. But they are excellent examples of a causal-empirical approach on the one hand and a
rationalist-a priori normative approach on the other. There is a vast contemporary literature on the extent to
which epistemology can be naturalized and what a naturalized epistemology would or should look like. At the
core of the controversy is whether we need a philosophical theory in order to understand knowledge or
epistemic justification, or is the so-called "problem of knowledge" really just another broadly empirical
problem. If it is, then perhaps it can be addressed by the methods of the sciences psychology, linguistics,
neuroscience, cognitive science, etc. This is not just the same as the debate between rationalists and
empiricists, though it is related to it. It is open to an empiricist to argue that there are analytic truths that are
known just by consideration of their meanings, and that this knowledge is not explicable in exclusively
naturalistic terms. Similarly, if there are conceptual truths or logical truths that are not explicated in
naturalistic terms, then that could be an important part of an empiricism that is not also a variant of naturalism.
Still, there are some affinities between empiricism and naturalism that make them plausible candidates for
having close relations. Nonetheless, many epistemologists argue that fundamental issues concerning
skepticism and the nature of epistemic justification cannot be successfully handled by the resources of
naturalism. Or, they argue that they can only be handled in a question begging way by those resources. On the
other hand, naturalists insist that there is nothing for a priori epistemology to be.
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3: Naturalism: Meaning, Principles and Contribution | Education
The debate about naturalism ranges across many areas of philosophy, including metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, and
philosophy of mind, just to mention areas where it is especially prominent. There are two basic dimensions in which the
debate takes place.

Meaning, Principles and Contribution Education Article shared by: Read this article to learn about Naturalism:
Some Basic Principles 4. Naturalism in Education 5. Aims of Education 6. Naturalism and Curriculum 7.
Methods of Teaching 8. Naturalism and the Teacher 9. Naturalism and Discipline Naturalism is a
philosophical doctrine. It is opposed to idealism in its interpretation of reality. It contends that the ultimate
reality is matter, and not mind or spirit. Naturalism does not believe in spiritualism. It denies the existence of a
spiritual universe â€” the universe of ideas and values. According to naturalism, the material world is the only
real world. It is the only reality. This material world is being governed by a system of natural laws and the
man, who is the creation of the material world, must submit to them. The naturalists have regard for actual
facts, actual situations and realities. For them nature is everything. It is the whole reality. Behind everything
there is Nature. It denies the existence of anything beyond nature. Naturalism believes that everything comes
from nature and returns to nature. Nature, according to naturalism, is a self-sufficient entity. It is
self-determined and governed by its own laws. The naturalists see things as they are. They apprehend reality
as it is in its own nature. They do not believe that there are any spiritual values or absolute truths. Naturalism
takes recourse to such concepts as appetites, emotions, instincts and evolution. According to naturalists,
instincts are responsible for all our activities â€” biological, psychological or social. To them there is no
absolute good or evil in the world. Values of life, according to naturalism, are created by the human needs.
Man creates them when he reacts to â€” or interacts with â€” his environment. He must adapt himself to the
environment. According to the naturalists there is inherent goodness in man. In man there is an innate capacity
for morality. Man is born rational. The naturalists, thus, have idolized man. Nature, according to the
naturalists, is complete in itself, having its own laws. It does not, therefore, require us to have insight or
intuition to understand Nature. Naturalism believes that mind is an accident in the process of evolution and it
can be explained in terms of nature. Mind is a function of the brain which is material in nature. Mind is not the
source of knowledge; all knowledge is acquired from without, and senses are the gateways of all knowledge.
The personality of the child, according to the naturalists, is fashioned by: The material or physical
environment 2. The mental or psycho-social environment. According to the naturalists, society is meant for the
individual and not the individual for society as they believe that man is born good. He is corrupted by the
society. Man must remain away from the society if he wants to remain pure and unadulterated. Naturalism
exists in different forms. From an educational point of view naturalists may be grouped in two forms: It is also
known as material naturalism. This type of naturalism lays emphasis purely on physical nature. It believes
only in the reality of material objects and the laws of mass and motion. Man is only one of the objects of
physical nature, a creature of mass and motion. According to this form of naturalism, mind has no existence
apart from the body. This universe is governed by natural laws. Physical naturalists also assert that man is also
governed by these laws. They also believe that not only the external world but also human conduct is
governed by scientific laws. Thus emphasis is laid on the external nature. The inner or spiritual nature of man
is less emphasised. But education is a mental activity rather than a physical one. Hence physical naturalism
has little impact on educational theory and practice. The naturalists advocate the development of child without
any restriction. Instincts must have their own way. The development of the child should be from within and
not from without. Let the child learn by himself in the lap of nature. The nature is a great book to him. The
interests and aptitudes of children should determine the educational programmes. Children should learn from
their sensory experiences because the senses are the gateways of knowledge. Let them learn by their own
experiences. It derives its data and first principles from the biological rather than the physical sciences. With a
great faith in biological evolution, it accepts man as the highest form of living organism in the evolutionary
process. Henri Bergson , the Noble Laureate French philosopher, developed this idea to a higher dimension.
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This he shares with animals. This is his true nature. It unfolds and develops spontaneously from within. The
basic standpoints of biological naturalism are two: In the struggle for existence those that are fit, survive, and
those that are not, die. According to biological naturalism self-preservation is the first law of nature. Life,
according to the biological naturalists, is dynamic, ever-changing and ever-developing phenomenon. Man,
therefore, must adjust himself to the changing life. Education should be for change rather than for stability.
Such an education should be systematic, evolutionary and inter-related. The biological naturalists have raised
a very pertinent question: Both environment and heredity have their role in shaping human beings. Man is the
product of inter-play of both the forces. Intelligence is very helpful in dealing with experiences of life. It helps
in solving the problems of life and in adjusting the individual to the environment. This view is generally
acceptable to the modern educators. Some Basic Principles of Naturalism: Nature is the final reality. All things
originated from matter, all are ultimately to be reduced to matter. Matter takes different forms. Mind is the
brain functioning and brain is matter. All types of mental activities â€” imagination, thinking, reasoning etc.
The entire universe is governed by the laws of nature which are unchangeable Science reveals the mysteries of
nature; hence only that knowledge is true that is derived from science. There is no God or Spirit. Therefore,
there is no religion.
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4: Moral Non-Naturalism (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Transcendental naturalism (TN) was put forward by Colin McGinn, a philosopher at Rutgers University. Applied to the
mind-body problem, TN tells us that, although consciousness can be seen as a natural, emergent property of the brain,
we lack the biological capacity to articulate such a relation.

July 26, Christian J. As these quotes suggest, the book is also philosophically ambitious, though not, I shall
argue, generally successful in realizing those ambitions; confusions and unclarity about philosophical claims
and concepts are often the source of frustration for the philosophically-minded reader. First, Emden provides
overwhelming evidence complementing, e. No one who reads this book can doubt that Nietzsche is, in some
sense, a philosophical naturalist, deeply influenced and inspired by the sciences of his day. At the same time,
Emden usefully notes that "it would be wrong to assume that, by the s, all biological questions were answered
by reference to natural selection and adaptation" 8 , a fact of which Nietzsche was aware. Third, Nietzsche
was remarkably widely read in the nineteenth-century life sciences in particular. Fourth, while some writers
have noted affinities between Hume and Nietzsche cf. Naturalism, Method, and the Life Sciences Emden says
a variety of things about "naturalism," but I take it this early formulation comes closest to his central meaning:
This tracks fairly closely my distinction between Substantive Naturalism "the ontological view that the only
things that exist are natural," so, e. But in that chapter, he makes two claims about naturalism that seem
unmotivated, both textually and philosophically. First, he asserts that "substantive versions of naturalism. The
first claim is obviously false except by stipulative "definition. These misconceptions breed misconceptions of
mind. The notion of representation -- of reference or attribution that can be correct or incorrect and that helps
type-individuate kinds of psychological states -- is entrenched not only in common-sense explanation but in
scientific explanation in psychology. There is nothing unnatural or supernatural about such explanation. Some
of the relevant psychology is well-supported, mathematically rigorous, mature science. There is no basis, even
a prima facie one, to the worry that psychological notions are invitations to mystery or miracle. Even if there
were such basis, the role that these notions play in powerful empirical science would undermine it. I know of
no good ground for thinking that. But Nietzsche does not need to be a Quinean to clearly be on board with this
point: Even if methodological naturalism does not require physicalism, is Emden right that the version I
ascribe to Nietzsche is "of the substantive ilk" 63? His evidence for this assertion is puzzling. That there are
natural causal mechanisms that explain aspects of human thought and behavior does not commit a naturalist to
physicalism or any other kind of reductionism. Emden insists on the methodological plurality of the sciences
-- which no one defending a naturalist reading of Nietzsche denies, as far as I know -- for two very particular
reasons. Why is it a "fatal" mistake? That is unclear since, of course, Nietzsche has no original contributions to
make to biology, in contrast to his considerable power as a psychologist. Here again Emden oversimplifies,
claiming that my kind of naturalistic reading "discount[s] one of the central figures of thought" in Nietzsche,
whereas I only argue against interpreting it as a metaphysical doctrine in favor of a psychological
interpretation defended by many other interpreters. In all cases, we are merely faced with the product of their
interaction. Did Nietzsche have anything philosophically interesting to say about this issue? Emden does not,
alas, make a case for an affirmative answer. This is symptomatic of his unhappy tendency to proclaim "bold"
interpretations for which there is little evidence. In discussing Kant and Nietzsche on causation, Emden aptly
observes that, "Nietzsche naturalizes whatever Kant regards as a priori, and the consequences of this move.
Yet Emden also disputes that Nietzsche "retained a fairly strong, straightforward, and uncomplicated
understanding of causation" , supposing, I guess, that a Humean understanding of causation is not sufficiently
"strong, straightforward, and uncomplicated," though I am not sure why. Emden tries to associate "causation"
with the discredited notion of "teleology," though the argument, if there is one, is opaque. Much doubt is cast
on God and teleology here, none on causation. Part of the difficulty is that Emden uses philosophical terms
and concepts so loosely and idiosyncratically that it is sometimes impossible to follow what he is saying. A bit
later, he writes that, "Epistemic and moral claims, that is, the normative claims with which we tend to describe
our actions and environment, can only become normative because they are, quite literally, embodied" The
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idea that such claims "become normative because they are, quite literally, embodied," is nonsense, obscured
by the misuse of the word "literally. The problem is particularly acute in Chapters 14 and 15, which are
centrally concerned with normativity, but here is my best reconstruction of what Emden is trying to say. All
naturalistic readers of Nietzsche can agree that, "Nietzsche must be able to explain the emergence of
normativity naturalistically" Sometimes what Emden means is utterly banal, e. He ultimately endorses the
view defended by Katsafanas according to which "overcoming resistance is constitutive of all human agency"
and thus power "gains normative force and emerges as a standard against which to measure whether our
actions contribute to life" ; cf. The descriptive claim on which this is based is preposterous on its face -- am I
"overcoming resistance" when I answer the phone when it rings? Emden goes on to explain that moral realists
of which Nietzsche is one, according to Emden! He goes on to conflate metaphysical and semantic questions
in ways that philosophical readers will find confusing. If most contemporary work in analytic metaphysics and
epistemology vanished from the face of the academy, almost nothing of any value or significance to the life of
the mind, or humanity, would be lost. But one thing "boring" analytic philosophy does teach is how to think
clearly, to draw distinctions, to understand your concepts and their entailments: Other parts of the humanities
are sometimes woefully deficient in these basic intellectual skills. The deficiencies of the work under
consideration are illustrative examples. The impressive historical research and knowledge in this volume is
easy to miss due to a morass of conceptual and dialectical confusions, which is a genuine shame. Agency and
the Foundations of Ethics: Knobe, Joshua and Brian Leiter. He says, for example, that substantive naturalism
is "hard pressed to explain why scientific explanation about the world should be normatively binding in the
first place" 60 without explaining why substantive naturalism has to explain any such thing. Continuing in this
vein, he says that for Quine, as for Nietzsche, "the appeal to the normative force of science is in many ways an
appeal to conceptual contextualization, since any direct access to the things that surround us, if such access
were remotely possible, would not tell us very much" It is true that both Quine and Nietzsche deny that
perceptual evidence is ever theoretically unmediated, but what this has to do with the putative "normative
force of science" is unclear. Unnoted by Emden is that denying, as Nietzsche does, that psychology should be
"a field of knowledge concerned with introspection or self-observation" 52 does not require that biology and
physiology are the only alternativesâ€”as the development of the cognitive sciences over the last fifty years
makes clear. As support, Emden cites Leiter Causal explanations merely refer to distinct events, or time
periods, with which we seek to order this continuum to render life and knowledge possible" , which seems to
me a "fairly straightforward" Humean way of thinking about causation.
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Back to Top Naturalism is the belief that nature is all that exists, and that all things supernatural including
gods, spirits, souls and non-natural values therefore do not exist. It is often called Metaphysical Naturalism or
Philosophical Naturalism or Ontological Naturalism to distinguish it from Methodological Naturalism see the
section on Types of Naturalism below. It holds that any mental properties that exist and hence any mental
powers or beings are causally derived from, and ontologically dependent on, systems of non-mental properties,
powers or things i. Some naturalistic beliefs claim that what is commonly called supernatural is, in fact, part of
the natural world. There are different varieties of Metaphysical Naturalism, but they are usually separated into
two general categories: The belief that everything which exists is no more extensive than its physical
properties, and that the only existing substance is physical. Thus, everything that has ever been observed is in
actual fact the product of fundamentally mindless arrangements or interactions of matter-energy in space-time,
and it is unreasonable to believe anything else exists. The belief that reality consists of many different
substances including abstract objects and universals in addition to those fundamentally mindless arrangements
or interactions of matter-energy in space-time. Naturalism is inconsistent with any kind of Theism and
compatible with Atheism. The direct opposite of Naturalism is Supernaturalism, which accepts the existence
of such things as supernatural beings, magical objects, Platonic forms or the existence of love for example as a
cosmic force. History of Naturalism Back to Top The earliest Pre-Socratic philosophers, such as Thales ,
Anaxagoras and especially Democritus , were labeled "natural philosophers" because they sought to explain
everything by reference to natural causes alone, often explicitly excluding any role for gods, spirits or magic in
the creation or operation of the world. This eventually led to fully-developed systems such as Epicureanism ,
which sought to explain everything that exists as the product of atoms moving in a void Atomism , or the
advanced Aristotelianism of Strato of Lampsacus c. Metaphysical Naturalism is most notably a Western
phenomenon, although one tradition within Confucian philosophy dating back at least to Wang Chong in the
1st Century, if not earlier embraced a view that could be called Naturalism. With the rise and dominance of
Christianity and the decline of secular philosophy in the West during the Middle Ages, Metaphysical
Naturalism became heretical and eventually illegal. Later, with scientific advances in quantum physics, this
developed into the more far-reaching doctrine of Physicalism. Certain political philosophies, notably Marxism
in the 19th Century and Objectivism in the 20th Century, have embraced Naturalism for their causes, as have
the more moderate political ideals of Secular Humanism. Currently, Metaphysical Naturalism is more widely
embraced than ever before, especially but not exclusively in the scientific community, even if the vast
majority of the population of the world remains firmly committed to supernaturalist worldviews. For over
three hundred years, empirical methods have consistently discovered only natural things and causes, even
underlying many things once thought to be supernatural. Hence, we should presume that any unexplained fact
has a natural explanation until we have empirically proven otherwise. Argument from Best Explanation:
Sound naturalist hypotheses about scientifically unexplained facts still out-perform all other hypotheses in
explanatory scope and power, and have to resort to fewer ad hoc assumptions than any supernatural
alternatives. If the supernatural does exist whether as gods, powers or spirits , it is so silent and inert that its
effects are almost never observed, despite extensive searching. Argument from Physical Minds: Scientists
have accumulated vast evidence that the human mind is a product of a functioning brain, which is entirely
constructed from different interacting physical systems that evolved over time through the animal kingdom.
The formation of intelligent life via natural processes is very unlikely unless the universe were immensely old
and big, but that is exactly what we have found to be the case, and supernaturalism has not given us any
insights into a more likely alternative universe. Argument from the Implausibility of Alternatives: Arguments
Against Naturalism Back to Top The arguments against Naturalism are, to a large extent, arguments for a God,
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or for some kind of intelligent design also see the section on Philosophy of Religion: Naturalism leads to
human despair because it allows for no cosmic meaning of life and the elimination of free will and therefore of
hope and moral responsibility. Argument from Religious Experience: Many people claim to have seen, felt or
talked to God or any number of other spirits, and claim that these religious experiences refute naturalism.
Often, some miracle is offered as evidence refuting naturalism, including alleged cases of supernatural
healing, fulfilled prophetic or psychic predictions, or the supposed impossibility of composing some book like
the Bible or the Koran without divine aid. Argument from Necessity of God: It is in some sense impossible for
the universe to exist, and to achieve the apparently impossible feat of life as we know it, unless it is caused or
cohabited by a supernatural person. Argument from Cosmological Design: The fundamental constants of
physics and the laws of nature appear so finely-tuned to permit life that only a supernatural engineer can
explain it. Argument from Improbability of Life: The origin of life was too improbable with a probability
tending to zero to have occurred without supernatural intervention and therefore naturalism fails to explain the
appearance of life. Argument from Biological Design: Certain structures in evolved organisms e. Some argue
that conscious experience or qualia has not been, and cannot be, scientifically explained. Certain features of
human reason e. Argument from Physical Law: The mathematical nature of physical laws entails a
supernatural mind behind them, and naturalism can provide no ontological foundation for such physical laws.
Because naturalism assumes that everything is physical, using physical data in support of it would constitute
circular reasoning. Naturalism cannot explain the existence of moral facts. Maintaining the truth of both
naturalism and evolution is irrational and self-defeating because the probability that unguided evolution would
have produced reliable cognitive faculties is either low or inscrutable, and so asserting that naturalistic
evolution is true also asserts that one has a low or unknown probability of being right. Typical Beliefs of
Naturalism Naturalism typically leads to the following beliefs: The universe has either always existed or had a
purely natural origin, being neither created nor designed. Life is an unplanned product of blind natural
processes and luck. Slow and imperfect evolution by natural selection is the explanation for the rise and
diversity of life on earth. Human beings have no independent soul or spirit, but only a material brain which
operates to produce a conscious mind. Mental contents such as ideas, theories, emotions, moral and personal
values, beauty, etc exist solely as the computational constructions of our brains, and not as things that exist
independently of us. All humans are mortal since the death or destruction of our brain cannot be survived.
Humans developed and are now dependent on culture and civilization, because we evolved as social animals.
All conduct and behavior should be directed towards the pursuit of human happiness, that being the greatest
value possible for humans. Types of Naturalism Back to Top Metaphysical Naturalism is the belief as
described in detail above that nature is all that exists, and that all things supernatural including gods, spirits,
souls and non-natural values therefore do not exist. Methodological Naturalism is the assumption that
observable events in nature are explained only by natural causes, without assuming either the existence or
non-existence of the supernatural, and so considers supernatural explanations for such events to be outside
science. It holds that the scientific method hypothesize, predict, test, repeat is the only effective way to
investigate reality, and that such empirical methods will only ascertain natural facts, whether supernatural
facts exist or not. Absolute Methodological Naturalism is the view that it is in some sense impossible for any
empirical method to discover supernatural facts, even if there are some. Contingent Methodological
Naturalism is the view that, from past experience, empirical methods are far more likely to uncover natural
facts than supernatural ones, so that it is generally an ill-advised waste of resources to pursue supernatural
hypotheses, but it would not be impossible to confirm them empirically if any were found. Humanistic
Naturalism holds that human beings are best able to control and understand the world through use of the
scientific method, because concepts of spirituality, intuition and metaphysics can never progress beyond
personal opinion. Everything is regarded as a result of explainable processes within nature, with nothing lying
outside of it. Ethical Naturalism or Moral Naturalism is the meta-ethical theory that ethical terms can be
defined without the use of ethical terms such as "good", "right", etc , and moreover that these non-ethical
terms refer to natural properties as opposed to relating the ethical terms in some way to the will of God.
Sociological Naturalism is the sociological theory that the natural world and the social world are roughly
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identical and governed by similar principles. It is closely connected to Positivism , which advocates use of the
scientific method of the natural sciences in studying social sciences. In addition, Naturalism is also an artistic
style referring to the depiction of realistic objects in a natural setting , and a literary, cinematic and theatrical
style referring to the attempt to replicate a believable everyday reality, as opposed to a symbolic, idealistic or
even supernatural treatment.
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Assuming that being pleasant is a natural property, for example, someone who infers that drinking beer is
good from the premise that drinking beer is pleasant is supposed to have committed the naturalistic fallacy.
The intuitive idea is that evaluative conclusions require at least one evaluative premiseâ€”purely factual
premises about the naturalistic features of things do not entail or even support evaluative conclusions. Moore
himself focused on goodness, but if the argument works for goodness then it seems likely to generalize to
other moral properties. Somewhat surprisingly, Moore in effect also argues that most forms of non-naturalism
are also guilty of what he calls the naturalistic fallacy. So, for example, a view according to which goodness is
the property of being commanded by God where God is understood as existing outside of Nature is also
charged with having committed the naturalistic fallacy. This suggests that the naturalistic fallacy is not well
named in that it is not specifically a problem for naturalists, and Moore admits as much. If the point were
purely terminological then it would be trifling but an important philosophical point is at stake here.
Admittedly, if Moore is right then at least reductionist forms of naturalism fall prey to the naturalistic fallacy
and it is therefore still relevant to the debate over naturalism and non-naturalism. However, the non-naturalist
will need a separate argument against those naturalists who hold that moral properties natural but irreducible.
As noted in the Introduction, Moore seems to have ignored the distinction between naturalism and
reductionism and this is one important case in which that mistake seems important. The naturalistic fallacy is
very poorly named indeed a point also made by Bernard Williams; see Williams For not only is it not
especially a problem for naturalists, it is also not really a fallacy even if Moore is right that it embodies a
mistake of some kind. For it is highly uncharitable to charge anyone who advances the sorts of arguments to
which Moore alludes as having committed a logical fallacy. Rather, charity demands that we interpret such
arguments as enthymematic, and usually this is easy enough. Nor must the non-naturalist even quarrel with
such a suppressed premise. One can allow that goodness is itself a non-natural property but grant that all
pleasant things necessarily have that non-natural property. What the non-naturalist must reject is the thesis that
such suppressed premises are true in virtue of the identity of goodness with the natural property in question
being pleasant, in this case. So the so-called naturalistic fallacy is no fallacy at all. This point was made very
clearly by W. Frankena in a landmark article published in Mind Frankena Finally, as Frankena also nicely
pointed out, it cannot be assumed at the outset that what Moore calls the naturalistic fallacy really is a mistake
of any kind. For certain naturalists could then reasonably complain that the central question has been begged.
The naturalist proposes a certain kind of definition of some moral term and the non-naturalist then simply
asserts that anyone who thinks such definitions are possible is mistaken. Consider any proposed naturalistic
analysis N of a moral predicate M. The Open Question Argument maintains that it will always be possible for
someone competent with moral discourse without conceptual confusion to grant that something is N but still
wonder whether it is really M. Whether goodness is co-instantiated with any natural property or set of natural
properties is in this sense always a conceptually open question. Moore himself used the Open Question
Argument to defend a non-naturalist account of goodness but held that rightness was reducible to goodness.
Moore held that it was true by definition that right actions maximize goodness, though he later came to the
conclusion that this definition of rightness was also vulnerable to an Open Question Argument. A very similar
argument was used by Sidgwick to establish that certain moral notions are irreducible see Sidgwick More
recently, some philosophers have argued that naturalism cannot capture the normativity of moral properties,
and these arguments also seem to be very similar to the Open Question Argument. The idea seems to be that
for any naturalistic reduction one offers of some seemingly normative notion one can, without betraying any
conceptual incompetence, admit that something has the property specified by the reductive account but hold
that this lacks normativityâ€”does not provide any reasons for action see Dancy On its face, the Open
Question Argument seems to beg the question against the naturalist just as much as the charge of a naturalistic
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fallacy. However, the Open Question Argument can be given a non-question-begging interpretation. The
crucial move is to understand the argument as an argument to the best explanation. On this interpretation, the
main premise of the argument is not that the relevant questions are conceptually open, but the much more
modest premise that they at least seem conceptually open to competent users of moral terms. The argument
then proceeds to claim that the best explanation of its seeming to competent users of the terms that these
questions are open is that they really are open. That is, after all, a relatively simple and direct explanation of
the phenomenon and the sort of explanation that we seem to accept by default when considering conceptual
questions in general. This argument does not beg the question insofar as the opponent of non-naturalism can
grant that the relevant questions do seem open without thereby contradicting their positionâ€”the main
premise of this argument does not directly entail non-naturalism. Once again, however, the scope of the
argument is not as great as Moore supposed. Still, if the argument were to defeat all reductionist forms of
naturalism that would be of substantial interest and might well be part of larger argument for non-naturalism
when combined with an independent argument against anti-reductionist forms of naturalism for further
discussion, see Ball , Ball and Baldwin Perhaps unsurprisingly, the Open Question Argument so understood
still faces an impressive battery of objections. Perhaps the meaning of a predicate is not as transparent to
competent users of the predicate as Moore implicitly assumes. Jackson and Pettit A correct definition of the
term might then be understood as one that best explains those platitudes. On this sort of account a competent
user of moral terms might respect the platitudes but not recognize the theory that best explicates those
platitudes even if presented with it. An analogy with grammar illustrates the point. Let us suppose that
competent speakers are ones who are disposed for the most part to follow certain grammatical rules but they
might not recognize those rules as valid when presented with them. The same might be true in the moral case.
The analogy with grammar might seem to break down at just this point. For there seems to be much more
room for intelligible moral disagreement amongst competent judges in spite of agreement about everything
else than there is for grammatical disagreement amongst competent judges in spite of agreement about
everything else. For it might be held that moral predicates do purport to refer to non-natural properties but fail
to refer precisely because those properties would have to be so queer. This would be to defend a kind of error
theory, as defended by John Mackie see Mackie and Joyce In effect, this would be to grant that the
non-naturalist is right about the semantics moral predicates do purport to refer to non-natural properties but
wrong about the metaphysics the non-naturalist is wrong to suppose moral predicates refer to anything. Even
more radically, it might be maintained that moral predicates do not even purport to refer to properties and that
this explains why the relevant questions seem open. In particular, it has been argued that a non-cognitivist
analysis of moral discourse can explain why the relevant questions seem open. It is easy enough to see why
this would also block the inference to non-naturalism. Hence, the non-cognitivist concludes, moral predicates
do not refer to properties at all, much less non-natural ones see, e. In fact, it is fair to say that non-cognitivists
eventually gained at least as much mileage from the Open Question Argument as non-naturalists. Finally,
more sophisticated forms of reductionist naturalism hold that while moral predicates do refer to natural
properties, they do not so refer in virtue of any sort of analytic equivalence between moral predicates and
non-moral predicates. The analogy here is with certain theories of reference borrowed from the discussion of
proper names and natural kinds see, e. If this is a plausible semantic theory and if a similar theory is true of
moral predicates a thesis that requires further argument then the Open Question Argument is in trouble.
Whether this sort of causal theory of reference is plausible in the case of moral vocabulary is more
controversial, but the defender of the Open Question Argument needs some reason to reject the analogy.
Intuitionism How can we come to know anything about non-natural properties? The question is a reasonable
one on any of the myriad ways in which non-natural properties have been conceived. On many
characterizations, non-natural properties by definition elude scientific investigation which many take to be the
most reliable form of knowledge available to us. On other characterizations, non-natural properties are
causally inert which makes it hard to see how we could reliably detect them. At least two kinds of questions
are relevant here. First, once we have a particular property in mind how can we know it is a moral one?
Second, how do we come to know anything about moral properties apart from knowing they are moral? The
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first question might seem more difficult for the naturalist than for some non-naturalists; if goodness really is a
sui generis non-natural property then perhaps being directly acquainted with it is sufficient for recognizing it
as moral. The second question, though, is easier for the naturalist than the non-naturalist. Since the naturalist
holds that moral properties are either identical to or reducible to some subset of natural properties there need
be no mystery about how we come to have some knowledge of those properties even if there is some residual
mystery as to how we discover that they are the moral ones. Or, at least, a commitment to naturalism in
meta-ethics introduces no new problems about how we come to know anything about these properties. For
given naturalism, the moral properties might well be identical to or reducible to familiar properties like the
property of promoting happiness or the property of being truthful. We learn, for example, what kinds of
upbringing promote honesty through empirical observation and theorizing. Non-naturalism can be understood
in many different ways, but none seems to make the task of explaining the possibility of moral knowledge as
straightforward as it seems to be for the naturalist. Just as we can learn that cat is on the mat through direct
observation we can also learn that kicking the cat on the mat is wrong through direct observation. If we have
the appropriate moral sensibilities and just look carefully enough at a given situation then we should be able to
discern the relevant moral properties as such quite directly. It is worth noting that this move is in principle
available to naturalists as well as non-naturalists. In some cases this will be easy; if you watch a bully beat up
a defenseless child for fun then it should be easy enough to see the cruelty and wrongness of his action. In
other cases, discerning the moral facts will be much more difficult. However, the difficulty of such cases is
compatible with intuitionism. Familiarity with aesthetes makes it clear that perceiving certain properties can
be very subtle and require considerable training and attention. Plausibly, an intuitionist epistemology fits
better with some versions of non-naturalism than others. If, for example, we understand non-natural properties
as properties we can know only a priori then the idea that we come to know them through perception seems
problematic. In any event, if intuitionism is defensible then it provides the non-naturalist with an answer to
both of the questions raised above. Plausibly, if we directly perceive moral properties at least partly answering
the second question then we also directly perceive that they are moral answering the first question. The idea is
that moral knowledge is not literally perceptual in the first instance but is somehow very much like perceptual
knowledge. This approach has its advantages. In trying to make sense of the idea of moral perception of
non-natural properties, some intuitionists have maintained that our ability to have veridical experiences of the
moral properties is in virtue of our having a special faculty of mind whose function is to detect such
properties. This raises a number of questions about the origin and functioning of such a faculty. An account
that claims only that moral knowledge is somehow like perceptual knowledge need not face these difficulties.
Of course, such accounts run the risk of being too vague to be helpful unless some less metaphorical account
of moral knowledge is forthcoming. Even those who take the idea or perceptual moral knowledge literally are
not thereby committed to belief in such special faculties. Perhaps moral perception is continuous with other
ordinary forms of perception even if it is literally the perception of a non-natural property. If non-natural
properties are by definition causally inert then this position seems problematic. On other ways of
understanding non-natural properties, though, whether there is a problem will depend on further controversial
philosophical questions. For example, if non-natural properties are understood as properties that would not
figure in the best scientific account of reality then the issue obviously concerns the authority of science to
determine the answers to all ontological questions. The force of the worry derives from the fact that
non-natural properties, on some construals, are causally inert, whereas our intuitions are psychological states
and hence part of the natural world.
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Naturalism also designates a meta-ethical position in ethics , which holds that ethics can be derived from and
are reducible to non-ethical, natural, descriptive facts, and that ethical terms can be defined by non-ethical,
natural terms. See Meta-ethics History The ideas and assumptions of philosophical naturalism were first seen
in the works of the Ionian pre-Socratic philosophers. Thales , often regarded as the founder of science, was the
first to give explanations of natural events without resorting to supernatural causes such as the actions of the
Greek gods. During the twelfth century, after the works of Aristotle became available to European scholars in
Latin, scholastic thinkers began to formulate a rational explanation of the universe. Although characteristically
leaving the door open for the possibility of direct divine intervention, they frequently expressed contempt for
soft-minded contemporaries who invoked miracles rather than searching for natural explanations. The
University of Paris cleric Jean Buridan ca. In the fourteenth century the natural philosopher Nicole Oresme ca.
The Italian Catholic Galileo Galilei , one of the foremost promoters of the new philosophy, insisted that nature
"never violates the terms of the laws imposed upon her. Scientific investigation culminated in the development
of modern biology and geology , which rejected a literal interpretation of the prevailing origin beliefs of the
revealed religions. In the s and s, naturalism enjoyed a resurgence in the United States among philosophers
such as F. Methodological Naturalism Naturalism as epistemology During the last half of the twentieth
century, philosophers began to seek continuity with science, using scientific methods and knowledge as
criteria for judging the validity of philosophical inquiry. Some methodological naturalists accept other types of
philosophical speculation, but contend that only empirical examination can determine whether a particular
speculation is truly applicable to human life. Substantive naturalists believe that any legitimate philosophical
inquiry must be able to be substantiated by a scientific empirical investigation. Quine describes naturalism as
the position that there is no higher tribunal for truth than natural science itself. There is no better method than
the scientific method for judging the claims of science, and there is neither any need nor any place for a "first
philosophy," such as abstract metaphysics or epistemology , that could stand behind and justify science or the
scientific method. Therefore, philosophy should feel free to make use of the findings of scientists in its own
pursuit, for example, using scientific studies of the brain to investigate the nature of cognition. Philosophy
should also feel free to offer criticism when scientific claims are ungrounded, confused, or inconsistent. In this
way philosophy becomes "continuous with" science. Naturalism is not a dogmatic belief that the modern view
of science is entirely correct. Instead, it simply holds that the processes of the universe have a scientific
explanation, and those processes are what modern science is striving to understand. Methodological
Naturalism and Science If objective laws and processes of nature did not exist, the pursuit of scientific
knowledge would become meaningless. The fact that man continually searches for knowledge of objective
truth is considered a confirmation of the naturalistic methodology. Even when one scientific theory is found to
be flawed, and is replaced with another, mankind never doubts that the truth will eventually be understood.
Theories change, but the method for evolving them does not. The historical support of methodological
naturalism by Christians is noted by Numbers: Despite the occasional efforts of unbelievers to use scientific
naturalism to construct a world without God, it has retained strong Christian support down to the present. And
well it might, for â€¦ scientific naturalism was largely made in Christendom by pious Christians. Although it
possessed the potential to corrode religious beliefsâ€”and sometimes did soâ€”it flourished among Christian
scientists who believe that God customarily achieved his ends through natural causes. Some recent thinkers
have argued that even though mentalistic descriptions and value judgments cannot be systematically translated
into physicalistic descriptions, they also do not need to presuppose the existence of anything other than
physical phenomena. Donald Davidson, for example, has argued that individual mental states can must, in fact
be identical with individual states of the physical brain, even though a given kind of mental state belief in
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materialism might not be systematically identified with a given kind of brain state a particular pattern of
neural firings: Recently developed technologies which allow the observation of human brain activity have
shown that specific areas of the brain activity are associated with certain types of mental states. The
implication is that naturalism can leave non-physical vocabulary intact where the use of that vocabulary can be
explained naturalistically; McDowell has dubbed this level of discourse "second nature. Philosophy Karl
Popper equated naturalism with inductive theory of science, and rejected it based on his general critique of
induction, while acknowledging its utility as a means for inventing conjectures. Its upholders fail to notice that
whenever they believe to have discovered a fact, they have only proposed a convention. Hence the convention
is liable to turn into a dogma. This criticism of the naturalistic view applies not only to its criterion of
meaning, but also to its idea of science, and consequently to its idea of scientific method. Creationism and
intelligent design Supporters of creationism claim that the possibility of supernatural action is unnecessarily
excluded by the current practices and theories of science. Proponents of intelligent design , who hold that
certain features of the natural world are best explained as the results of a divine intelligence, argue that the
naturalist conception of reality may restrict the ability to arrive at a correct understanding of the universe.
Their general criticism is that insisting that the natural world is a closed system of inviolable laws,
independent of supernatural intervention, will cause science to come to incorrect conclusions and
inappropriately exclude research that claims to include such ideas. Contemporary philosopher Alvin Plantinga
has argued that evolutionary naturalism is incoherent. In Science and Theology News [7] he attacks the
conclusions of the Kitzmiller trial and suggests that the term "science" denotes any activity that is: Any
activity that meets these vague conditions counts as science. Hedonism , utilitarianism , and pragmatism are
examples of naturalism. Moore criticized naturalism by arguing that "ought" cannot be derived from "is.
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Mindâ€”body problem The mindâ€”body problem concerns the explanation of the relationship that exists
between minds , or mental processes , and bodily states or processes. Our perceptual experiences depend on
stimuli that arrive at our various sensory organs from the external world, and these stimuli cause changes in
our mental states, ultimately causing us to feel a sensation, which may be pleasant or unpleasant. The
question, then, is how it can be possible for conscious experiences to arise out of a lump of gray matter
endowed with nothing but electrochemical properties. It begins with the claim that mental phenomena are, in
some respects, non- physical. He was therefore the first to formulate the mindâ€”body problem in the form in
which it still exists today. If asked what the mind is, the average person would usually respond by identifying
it with their self , their personality, their soul , or some other such entity. They would almost certainly deny
that the mind simply is the brain, or vice versa, finding the idea that there is just one ontological entity at play
to be too mechanistic, or simply unintelligible. So, for example, one can reasonably ask what a burnt finger
feels like, or what a blue sky looks like, or what nice music sounds like to a person. But it is meaningless, or at
least odd, to ask what a surge in the uptake of glutamate in the dorsolateral portion of the prefrontal cortex
feels like. Philosophers of mind call the subjective aspects of mental events " qualia " or "raw feels". There are
qualia involved in these mental events that seem particularly difficult to reduce to anything physical. David
Chalmers explains this argument by stating that we could conceivably know all the objective information
about something, such as the brain states and wavelengths of light involved with seeing the color red, but still
not know something fundamental about the situation â€” what it is like to see the color red. Dualism must
therefore explain how consciousness affects physical reality. One possible explanation is that of a miracle,
proposed by Arnold Geulincx and Nicolas Malebranche , where all mindâ€”body interactions require the
direct intervention of God. Another possible argument that has been proposed by C. Lewis [33] is the
Argument from Reason: Knowledge, however, is apprehended by reasoning from ground to consequent.
Therefore, if monism is correct, there would be no way of knowing thisâ€”or anything elseâ€”we could not
even suppose it, except by a fluke. The zombie argument is based on a thought experiment proposed by Todd
Moody, and developed by David Chalmers in his book The Conscious Mind. Since none of the concepts
involved in these sciences make reference to consciousness or other mental phenomena, and any physical
entity can be by definition described scientifically via physics , the move from conceivability to possibility is
not such a large one. Seth has a clear and distinct idea of his mind as a thinking thing that has no spatial
extension i. He also has a clear and distinct idea of his body as something that is spatially extended, subject to
quantification and not able to think. It follows that mind and body are not identical because they have radically
different properties. A child touches a hot stove physical event which causes pain mental event and makes her
yell physical event , this in turn provokes a sense of fear and protectiveness in the caregiver mental event , and
so on. Many contemporary philosophers doubt this. The arrows indicate the direction of the causal
interactions. Occasionalism is not shown. Psychophysical parallelism[ edit ] Psychophysical parallelism , or
simply parallelism, is the view that mind and body, while having distinct ontological statuses, do not causally
influence one another. Instead, they run along parallel paths mind events causally interact with mind events
and brain events causally interact with brain events and only seem to influence each other. Although Leibniz
was an ontological monist who believed that only one type of substance, the monad , exists in the universe,
and that everything is reducible to it, he nonetheless maintained that there was an important distinction
between "the mental" and "the physical" in terms of causation. He held that God had arranged things in
advance so that minds and bodies would be in harmony with each other. This is known as the doctrine of
pre-established harmony. In other words, it is the view that non-physical, mental properties such as beliefs,
desires and emotions inhere in some physical bodies at least, brains. How mental and physical properties relate
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causally depends on the variety of property dualism in question, and is not always a clear issue. Sub-varieties
of property dualism include: Emergent materialism asserts that when matter is organized in the appropriate
way i. They are dependent on the physical properties from which they emerge, but opinions vary as to the
coherence of topâ€”down causation , i. A form of emergent materialism has been espoused by David
Chalmers and the concept has undergone something of a renaissance in recent years, [46] but it was already
suggested in the 19th century by William James. Epiphenomenalism is a doctrine first formulated by Thomas
Henry Huxley. Physical events can cause other physical events and physical events can cause mental events,
but mental events cannot cause anything, since they are just causally inert by-products i. The ontological
stance towards qualia in the case of non-reductive physicalism does not imply that qualia are causally inert;
this is what distinguishes it from epiphenomenalism. Panpsychism is the view that all matter has a mental
aspect, or, alternatively, all objects have a unified center of experience or point of view. Superficially, it seems
to be a form of property dualism, since it regards everything as having both mental and physical properties.
However, some panpsychists say that mechanical behaviour is derived from the primitive mentality of atoms
and moleculesâ€”as are sophisticated mentality and organic behaviour, the difference being attributed to the
presence or absence of complex structure in a compound object. So long as the reduction of non-mental
properties to mental ones is in place, panpsychism is not a strong form of property dualism; otherwise it is.
Dual aspect theory[ edit ] Dual aspect theory or dual-aspect monism is the view that the mental and the
physical are two aspects of, or perspectives on, the same substance. Thus it is a mixed position, which is
monistic in some respects. Various formulations of dual-aspect monism also require the mental and the
physical to be complementary, mutually irreducible and perhaps inseparable though distinct. An example of
these disparate degrees of freedom is given by Allan Wallace who notes that it is "experientially apparent that
one may be physically uncomfortableâ€”for instance, while engaging in a strenuous physical workoutâ€”while
mentally cheerful; conversely, one may be mentally distraught while experiencing physical comfort". This
philosophy also is a proponent of causal dualism which is defined as the dual ability for mental states and
physical states to affect one another. Mental states can cause changes in physical states and vice versa.
However, unlike cartesian dualism or some other systems, experiential dualism does not posit two
fundamental substances in reality: Rather, experiential dualism is to be understood as a conceptual framework
that gives credence to the qualitative difference between the experience of mental and physical states.
Experiential dualism is accepted as the conceptual framework of Madhyamaka Buddhism. Madhayamaka
Buddhism goes even further, finding fault with the monist view of physicalist philosophies of mind as well in
that these generally posit matter and energy as the fundamental substance of reality. Nonetheless, this does not
imply that the cartesian dualist view is correct, rather Madhyamaka regards as error any affirming view of a
fundamental substance to reality. In denying the independent self-existence of all the phenomena that make up
the world of our experience, the Madhyamaka view departs from both the substance dualism of Descartes and
the substance monismâ€”namely, physicalismâ€”that is characteristic of modern science. The physicalism
propounded by many contemporary scientists seems to assert that the real world is composed of physical
things-in-themselves, while all mental phenomena are regarded as mere appearances, devoid of any reality in
and of themselves. Much is made of this difference between appearances and reality. In the Madhyamaka
view, mental events are no more or less real than physical events. In terms of our common-sense experience,
differences of kind do exist between physical and mental phenomena. While the former commonly have mass,
location, velocity, shape, size, and numerous other physical attributes, these are not generally characteristic of
mental phenomena. For example, we do not commonly conceive of the feeling of affection for another person
as having mass or location. Mental phenomena are, therefore, not regarded as being physical, for the simple
reason that they lack many of the attributes that are uniquely characteristic of physical phenomena. Thus,
Buddhism has never adopted the physicalist principle that regards only physical things as real. Hylomorphism
Hylomorphism is a theory that originates with Aristotelian philosophy , which conceives being as a compound
of matter and form. Monist solutions to the mindâ€”body problem[ edit ] In contrast to dualism , monism does
not accept any fundamental divisions. The fundamentally disparate nature of reality has been central to forms
of eastern philosophies for over two millennia. In Indian and Chinese philosophy , monism is integral to how
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experience is understood. Today, the most common forms of monism in Western philosophy are physicalist.
Another form of monism, idealism , states that the only existing substance is mental. Although pure idealism,
such as that of George Berkeley , is uncommon in contemporary Western philosophy, a more sophisticated
variant called panpsychism , according to which mental experience and properties may be at the foundation of
physical experience and properties, has been espoused by some philosophers such as Alfred North Whitehead
[54] and David Ray Griffin. Such a view was briefly adopted by Bertrand Russell and many of the logical
positivists during the early 20th century. The mental and physical would then both be properties of this neutral
substance. Such a position was adopted by Baruch Spinoza [9] and was popularized by Ernst Mach [56] in the
19th century. This neutral monism , as it is called, resembles property dualism.
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philosophy of mind, bald naturalists attempt to explain our capacity for conceptual thought and reasoning in causal
terms. The major problem with bald naturalism is in McDowell's opinion that intentionality is.

Nature the universe or cosmos consists only of natural elements, that is, of spatiotemporal physical
substanceâ€” mass â€” energy. Non-physical or quasi-physical substance , such as information , ideas , values
, logic , mathematics , intellect , and other emergent phenomena , either supervene upon the physical or can be
reduced to a physical account; Nature operates by the laws of physics and in principle, can be explained and
understood by science and philosophy; The supernatural does not exist, i. Naturalism is therefore a
metaphysical philosophy opposed primarily by Biblical creationism". Danto states that Naturalism, in recent
usage, is a species of philosophical monism according to which whatever exists or happens is natural in the
sense of being susceptible to explanation through methods which, although paradigmatically exemplified in
the natural sciences, are continuous from domain to domain of objects and events. Hence, naturalism is
polemically defined as repudiating the view that there exists or could exist any entities which lie, in principle,
beyond the scope of scientific explanation. These assumptionsâ€”a paradigmâ€”comprise a collection of
beliefs, values and techniques that are held by a given scientific community, which legitimize their systems
and set the limitations to their investigation. These assumptions are justified partly by their adherence to the
types of occurrence of which we are directly conscious, and partly by their success in representing the
observed facts with a certain generality, devoid of ad hoc suppositions. The scientific method is to be used to
investigate all reality, including the human spirit: Nevertheless its very existence is assumed. As infants we
made this assumption unconsciously. People are happy to make this assumption that adds meaning to our
sensations and feelings, than live with solipsism. For the most part, science is the discovering and explaining
of the external world. The benefit of SRS is that the investigator is guaranteed to choose a sample that
represents the population that ensures statistically valid conclusions. Metaphysical naturalism Metaphysical
naturalism, also called "ontological naturalism" and "philosophical naturalism", is a philosophical worldview
and belief system that holds that there is nothing but natural elements, principles, and relations of the kind
studied by the natural sciences , i. Methodological naturalism, on the other hand, refers exclusively to the
methodology of science, for which metaphysical naturalism provides only one possible ontological
foundation. Broadly, the corresponding theological perspective is religious naturalism or spiritual naturalism.
More specifically, metaphysical naturalism rejects the supernatural concepts and explanations that are part of
many religions. Alternatives to natural selection Methodological naturalism concerns itself with methods of
learning what nature is. These methods are useful in the evaluation of claims about existence and knowledge
and in identifying causal mechanisms responsible for the emergence of physical phenomena. It attempts to
explain and test scientific endeavors, hypotheses, and events with reference to natural causes and events. This
second sense of the term "naturalism" seeks to provide a framework within which to conduct the scientific
study of the laws of nature. Methodological naturalism is a way of acquiring knowledge. It is a distinct system
of thought concerned with a cognitive approach to reality, and is thus a philosophy of knowledge. Studies by
sociologist Elaine Ecklund suggest that religious scientists in practice apply methodological naturalism. They
report that their religious beliefs affect the way they think about the implications - often moral - of their work,
but not the way they practice science. Pennock wrote using the term "methodological naturalism" to clarify
that the scientific method confines itself to natural explanations without assuming the existence or
non-existence of the supernatural, and is not based on dogmatic metaphysical naturalism as claimed by
creationists and proponents of intelligent design , in particular by Phillip E. While supernatural explanations
may be important and have merit, they are not part of science. Plantinga argues that together, naturalism and
evolution provide an insurmountable "defeater for the belief that our cognitive faculties are reliable", i. My
claim was that naturalism and contemporary evolutionary theory are at serious odds with one another - and
this despite the fact that the latter is ordinarily thought to be one of the main pillars supporting the edifice of
the former. Of course I am not attacking the theory of evolution, or anything in that neighborhood; I am
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instead attacking the conjunction of naturalism with the view that human beings have evolved in that way. I
see no similar problems with the conjunction of theism and the idea that human beings have evolved in the
way contemporary evolutionary science suggests. More particularly, I argued that the conjunction of
naturalism with the belief that we human beings have evolved in conformity with current evolutionary
doctrine Pennock[ edit ] Robert T. Pennock contends [36] that as supernatural agents and powers "are above
and beyond the natural world and its agents and powers" and "are not constrained by natural laws", only
logical impossibilities constrain what a supernatural agent could not do. As the supernatural is necessarily a
mystery to us, it can provide no grounds on which to judge scientific models. But by definition we have no
control over supernatural entities or forces. As a practical consideration, the rejection of supernatural
explanations would merely be pragmatic, thus it would nonetheless be possible, for an ontological
supernaturalist to espouse and practice methodological naturalism. For example, scientists may believe in God
while practicing methodological naturalism in their scientific work. This position does not preclude
knowledge that is somehow connected to the supernatural. Generally however, anything that can be
scientifically examined and explained would not be supernatural, simply by definition. Quine[ edit ] Main
article: Quine describes naturalism as the position that there is no higher tribunal for truth than natural science
itself. In his view, there is no better method than the scientific method for judging the claims of science, and
there is neither any need nor any place for a "first philosophy", such as abstract metaphysics or epistemology ,
that could stand behind and justify science or the scientific method. Therefore, philosophy should feel free to
make use of the findings of scientists in its own pursuit, while also feeling free to offer criticism when those
claims are ungrounded, confused, or inconsistent. Instead, it simply holds that science is the best way to
explore the processes of the universe and that those processes are what modern science is striving to
understand. However, this Quinean Replacement Naturalism finds relatively few supporters among
philosophers. He rejected it based on his general critique of induction see problem of induction , yet
acknowledged its utility as means for inventing conjectures. A naturalistic methodology sometimes called an
"inductive theory of science" has its value, no doubt I reject the naturalistic view: Its upholders fail to notice
that whenever they believe to have discovered a fact, they have only proposed a convention. Hence the
convention is liable to turn into a dogma. This criticism of the naturalistic view applies not only to its criterion
of meaning, but also to its idea of science, and consequently to its idea of empirical method. Popper instead
proposed that science should adopt a methodology based on falsifiability for demarcation , because no number
of experiments can ever prove a theory, but a single experiment can contradict one. Popper holds that
scientific theories are characterized by falsifiability.
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